
Evolutionary Hierarchical Predevelopment (EHP) grants itself a leonine appearence, as we know it, in 
the 2nd and 3rd Densities. It begins, basically, with a battle over a habitat. One must defend ix habitat in 
order to have a home-sweet-home. Although in the 3rd Density one might view ixself as “higher” and 
more “civilized,” this attribute of EHP is still constant. An entity finds that ix is bound to work to 
defend ix habitat from taxes, which are a 3rd degree equivalent to the 2nd degree invader, categorized as 
either a predator or a scavenger. The Pack Leader or Leaders establishes a form of Government, 
equivalent to the 2nd degree anomaly of Top Dog Syndrome. Even though the Government is orderly in 
comparison to the Top Dog Order, the Government cannot achieve and enforce the Order on the next 
Density, for Order is not enforced here but established by nature. Naturally, a young 3rd degree entity 
would have to be taught by ix parents to be “good,” and naturally, a young 2nd degree entity would have 
to be taught by ix parents to “survive.” A 3rd degree entity does not have to be taught by ix parents to 
“survive,” like a 4th degree entity does not have to be taught by ix parents to be “good.” Survival in the 
3rd Density, or Superstestablishment, is naturally established on the Evolutionary Hierarchy, just like 
“being good,” or Benestablishment, is naturally established in the 4th Density on the Evolutionary 
Hierarchy. A 2nd degree species, as a whole, is disorderly in contrast to a 3rd degree species which is 
more orderly. A 3rd degree species is disorderly in contrast to a 4th degree species which is more orderly. 
As far as I know in my life, words cannot define or describe the next Establishment; however, it would 
be One without money, competition, war, hatred, and 3rd degree malfunction. We are evolutionally 
addicted to our status, but when we evolve, we will look back at what we used to be. Some may shed 
tears on those that hate and compete negatively, while others may farm the Lessers and attempt to guide 
them like Sheep. This would only be a small part of a Large 4th Density Planet.


